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Introduction and guidance

Introduction and guidance
Welcome to this badged open course, Take your teaching online.
The free course lasts eight weeks, with approximately three hours of study each week.
You can work through the course at your own pace, so if you have more time one week
there is no problem with pushing on to complete another week’s study.
Online learning has rapidly emerged and is now found in every area of education, from
schools to skills training. More people than ever learn through online courses. Even where
teaching is primarily ‘face to face’, online tools and interactions have become a key part of
the learning experience.
But teaching online is different. If you work in education or training at any level, you need
to develop new skills and understanding in order to make the right decisions, make the
most of the opportunities, and overcome common challenges.
It is almost 20 years since The Open University trialled our first fully online course with our
students. We are now world leaders in the research and delivery of online education. In
this free course, we share the fundamental knowledge needed to deliver effective
teaching online.
You will hear about the experiences of real educators, be introduced to cutting edge
research, and understand the ideas and tools that shape how we teach and learn online.
You will also learn useful methods that will guide you to test out these new ideas in your
own practice.
After completing this course, you should be able to

● Identify the differences between teaching online and teaching in a face-to-face
environment.

● Make informed decisions when choosing new tools and pedagogies for online
teaching.

● Identify major benefits and challenges of teaching online.
● Understand the changing practices of educators as they make use of online

opportunities such as social networks and open educational resources.
● Understand how to create and evaluate approaches to online teaching that are

appropriate for you.

Moving around the course
In the ‘Summary’ at the end of each week, you can find a link to the next week. If at any
time you want to return to the start of the course, click on ‘Course content’. From here you
can navigate to any part of the course. Alternatively, use the week links at the top of every
page of the course.

Introduction and guidance
Introduction and guidance
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It’s also good practice, if you access a link from within a course page (including links to the
quizzes), to open it in a new window or tab. That way you can easily return to where
you’ve come from without having to use the back button on your browser.

Activities and storing your answers

Throughout Take your teaching online you will be presented with activities which are
designed to develop your understanding of the topics and give you the tools for study or
work beyond the course. The activities often require you to provide answers, responses or
comments in a text box which are then stored within the course itself, only viewable by you.
To make the most of the course we also advise that you store your answers together
elsewhere (perhaps in a Word document) for ease of access after you have completed the
course. We recommend that you transfer the answers to your own journal as you complete
each week of study.

All your answers to activities are also collated in Your notes at the end of Week 8.

Introduction and guidance
Introduction and guidance
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What is a badged course?
While studying Take your teaching online you have the option to work towards gaining a
digital badge.
Badged courses are a key part of The Open University’s mission to promote the
educational well-being of the community. The courses also provide another way of helping
you to progress from informal to formal learning.
To complete a course you need to be able to find about 24 hours of study time, over a
period of about 8 weeks. However, it is possible to study them at any time, and at a pace
to suit you.
Badged courses are all available on The Open University’s OpenLearn website and do
not cost anything to study. They differ from Open University courses because you do not
receive support from a tutor. But you do get useful feedback from the interactive quizzes.

What is a badge?
Digital badges are a new way of demonstrating online that you have gained a skill.
Schools, colleges and universities are working with employers and other organisations to
develop open badges that help learners gain recognition for their skills, and support
employers to identify the right candidate for a job.
Badges demonstrate your work and achievement on the course. You can share your
achievement with friends, family and employers, and on social media. Badges are a great
motivation, helping you to reach the end of the course. Gaining a badge often boosts
confidence in the skills and abilities that underpin successful study. So, completing this
course should encourage you to think about taking other courses.

Introduction and guidance
What is a badged course?
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How to get a badge
Getting a badge is straightforward! Here’s what you have to do:

● read each week of the course
● score 50% or more in the two badge quizzes in Week 4 and Week 8.

For all the quizzes, you can have three attempts at most of the questions (for true or false
type questions you usually only get one attempt). If you get the answer right first time you
will get more marks than for a correct answer the second or third time. If one of your
answers is incorrect you will often receive helpful feedback and suggestions about how to
work out the correct answer.
For the badge quizzes, if you’re not successful in getting 50% the first time, after 24 hours
you can attempt the whole quiz, and come back as many times as you like.
We hope that as many people as possible will gain an Open University badge – so you
should see getting a badge as an opportunity to reflect on what you have learned rather
than as a test.
If you need more guidance on getting a badge and what you can do with it, take a look at
the OpenLearn FAQs. When you gain your badge you will receive an email to notify you
and you will be able to view and manage all your badges in My OpenLearn within 24 hours
of completing the criteria to gain a badge.
Get started with Week 1.

Introduction and guidance
How to get a badge
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Week 1: Teaching online is

different

Introduction

Figure 1 Same teacher, different tools

Welcome to Take your teaching online! In this first week of the course, we will introduce
some of the key differences between teaching online and teaching in a face-to-face
environment. These differences mean that teaching online is a substantially different
experience to teaching face to face, with a substantially different skillset needed for the
teacher. The good news is that most teachers can adapt not only their skills, but also
many of their existing teaching materials, to suit an online environment. There are a lot of
possibilities, but as a minimum, if you and your students have computers and access to
the internet, then you can start to teach and learn online.
In this week, you will also meet Rita, our animated colleague who is working her way
through this course alongside you. Please allow Rita to introduce herself and to outline
what she hopes to get from this course.

Video content is not available in this format.

Week 1: Teaching online is different
Introduction
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By the end of this week, you should be able to:

● discuss the main characteristics of online education activities and how these differ
from face-to-face teaching

● begin to determine the kinds of face-to-face teaching activities that might, or might
not, transfer successfully to an online environment

● summarise the elements of online teaching that need a different skillset to face-to-
face teaching.

The Open University would really appreciate a few minutes of your time to tell us about
yourself and your expectations for the course before you begin, in our optional
start-of-course survey. Participation will be completely confidential and we will not pass on
your details to others.

1 Synchronous and asynchronous modes
of teaching
One of the most common ways to think about teaching online is to consider whether it
might be synchronous, asynchronous, or a mixture of both.

Synchronous teaching
Synchronous teaching is where the teacher is present at the same time as the learner(s).
This is almost always the case in a face-to-face environment. Synchronous teaching can
also take place via online learning, through the use of video conferencing and live chat or
instant messaging. As with the face-to-face environment, the learners in synchronous
online teaching can ask questions in real time.

Week 1: Teaching online is different
1 Synchronous and asynchronous modes of teaching
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Figure 2 Teaching where learners are present at the same time is called synchronous
teaching

If a course is delivered entirely through synchronous teaching, face to face or online, this
can limit flexibility for learners. Because of the need for everyone to be present at the
same time (even if online), all students must work through the course at a similar pace,
allowing only minimal flexibility in scheduling. As everyone needs to be online together, if
a learner is not available for a lesson, they miss it (although some learning organisations
will record lessons for these students to view later).
The teacher’s role in online synchronous teaching might not be so very different from their
role in the face-to-face environment. Synchronous learning may feature webinars (live
online lessons), group chats, or drop-in sessions where teachers are available to help at a
particular time. However, teaching synchronously online will require some new skills to be
developed, for example in managing the faster pace of this form of teaching.

Asynchronous online teaching
Asynchronous online teaching is where teaching materials are posted online, and
learners work through them in their own time, communicating with each other and the
teacher via discussion boards or forums, or even by email. Good asynchronous teaching
will include a variety of media, including (but not limited to) audio and video clips. With an
asynchronous mode of teaching, the learner can work at their own pace and at times of
day which are convenient for them. The teacher may find that the pattern of their input is
very different from the synchronous environment, with many shorter visits to the
discussion boards or forums being more valuable to the learners than one single, longer
session. There may still be deadlines for work to be submitted for feedback, and there
may be a recommended schedule for students to follow so that they have some idea of
what they should be doing and when. As you will discover later in this week, a ‘blended’

Week 1: Teaching online is different
1 Synchronous and asynchronous modes of teaching
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approach can help teachers to bring together the advantages of synchronous and
asynchronous teaching, and of online and face-to-face teaching, into a single experience.

The importance of collaboration
Collaboration between students, and between students and teachers, is an important
factor in both synchronous and asynchronous online teaching, helping to create a sense
of connection between all participants and to build a sense of community and shared
purpose.
Collaboration in a synchronous environment can be achieved in much the same way as in
a face-to face-classroom, with discussions and group tasks. In the asynchronous
environment, collaboration can be trickier but is still very important in reducing the sense
of isolation learners may feel when working online. Discussions and group tasks can work
just as well asynchronously as synchronously. Indeed, because of the lack of time
constraints, learners can spend time composing a quality response when contributing to
an asynchronous online discussion.

1.1 Teacher reflections
Every week we will present video clips made at home by teachers who have moved their
teaching online. This provides you with a real world experience related to each week’s
material. At the same time, this also highlights how simple video clips can be produced
and used for online teaching purposes.
This week we have a clip from a teacher named Sarah S. Her experiences reflect a few of
the concepts we introduce this week and will discuss further in the weeks to come:

Video content is not available in this format.

Week 1: Teaching online is different
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1.2 Making use of asynchronous and synchronous
online teaching opportunities
Throughout this course you’ll be introduced to research papers relating to the topics
discussed. The first such paper, by Murphy, Rodriguez-Manzanares and Barbour (2011),
reports on interviews with 42 Canadian high school distance education teachers
regarding their views on synchronous and asynchronous online teaching activities. The
authors found that:

● The teachers used different combinations of synchronous and asynchronous online
teaching. Some taught entirely asynchronously. Others combined asynchronous
teaching with synchronous forms such as scheduled classes or times where they
would be available for tutoring and responding to students.

● All those interviewed made some use of asynchronous online teaching, such as
providing learning materials for students to work through in their own time, use of
online quizzes, or supporting students to ask a question via email or forums and
receive a response at a later time.

● Teachers suggested that asynchronous and text forms of communication were
preferred by many students. One suggested that it was rare for students to request
voice chat rather than text communications, another noted that students could email
to ask multiple questions and the teacher could then take some time to construct a
response.

● There were also perceived advantages to synchronous modes of communication.
Some teachers felt that addressing a particular problem or query raised by a student
would be best achieved through videoconferencing or the use of a shared online
whiteboard. It was also felt that opportunities for synchronous online teaching could
help the students to feel less isolated, because they could include time for socialising
and informal discussion.

Activity 1 Thinking about synchronous and asynchronous online teaching
Allow about 10 minutes

Having read this section and watched the video that Sarah S. made about her
experiences, think about how synchronous and asynchronous modes of online
teaching could be applied to your work.
Try to come up with three short examples that fit the following situations. These could
be based on your own experiences of teaching or learning, or a situation that you can
imagine:

1. A situation where synchronous learning is appropriate and beneficial in
supporting learning.

2. A situation where asynchronous learning is appropriate and beneficial in
supporting learning.

3. A situation that combines synchronous and asynchronous learning to support
learning.

Provide your answer...

Week 1: Teaching online is different
1 Synchronous and asynchronous modes of teaching
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Comment
This activity is designed to help you begin to think about online teaching in your own
context. One of the very first considerations in taking teaching online is to decide which
elements lend themselves to synchronous learning, asynchronous learning, or both.
The study by Murphy, Rodriguez-Manzanares and Barbour (2011) was conducted in a
particular context: High school distance education. Some of the findings may hold true
for you, but they may not be universally applicable to all students in all courses.
It could be helpful to think about the practical issues, the preferences, and the benefits
in your own case. For example, there could be very good practical reasons for using an
asynchronous approach with your students, such as the expectations that learners will
be engaging at different times. But it might be that a synchronous mode of instruction
is beneficial because it offers a more immediate chance to understand and address
queries. Preferences might vary and could be gathered from students if there is
uncertainty about the best approach. Some students may like the way a synchronous
discussion allows you to create a sense of community and engagement. Others may
prefer the slower pace of an asynchronous activity where they can craft a question or
response in their own time and reflect on it before sharing with others.
It is often sensible to make use of both forms of teaching to provide a range of
experiences and opportunities for learning.

1.3 Interacting with students
One of the most noticeable differences between synchronous and asynchronous teaching
is the nature of the interactions between teacher and students. Such interactions include
providing feedback, answering questions, or guiding students through a particular activity.
Focusing on feedback, in a synchronous teaching environment, the teacher can deliver
feedback immediately whenever it is required. However, while the face-to-face
environment allows for visual cues when delivering feedback, these are not always
possible, or may take quite different forms, in the online environment. It is important when
teaching online to proactively make opportunities for feedback both from teacher to
learner and from learner to teacher, to make up for the loss of the face-to-face cues.

Week 1: Teaching online is different
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Figure 3 Giving and getting feedback from learners can be achieved both synchronously
and asynchronously.

Feedback in the asynchronous environment will be given some time after a learner has
asked a question. So, if several iterations of the conversation are needed to help the
learner with their issue, it can take some time to give the feedback. This is one of the
reasons why peer feedback is often used in the asynchronous setting, allowing learners to
aid each other without having to wait for the next input by the teacher (Gikandi and
Morrow, 2016).

1.4 Motivation, support and discipline
Keeping learners motivated and attentive online can be much more challenging than in a
face-to-face environment where your personal enthusiasm for the subject can readily rub
off on the learners. In an online environment, you will likely have learners who are more
self-motivated, learners who are more comfortable with online learning, and learners who
are less certain of how to interact. There might be particular challenges for those learners
who are less capable of structuring their studies independently.

Week 1: Teaching online is different
1 Synchronous and asynchronous modes of teaching
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Figure 4 Learning online provides different challenges from learning in a face-to-face
environment

It is worth providing a highly structured set of tasks in the opening stages of the course,
with discrete outputs, which enable you to see very quickly which learners are completing
the tasks on schedule and in the manner that you desire. You can then follow up
individually with those who are not engaging in the expected manner and offer advice on
how they should approach the tasks and their online learning experience.
On the other hand, maintaining control of a class online can be more straightforward than
doing so face to face. In the face-to-face classroom, individual learners can disrupt the
lesson or distract other learners, but the online environment is different. During
synchronous events, you can combine existing classroom skills with the features of the
environment (such as the teacher controlling whose microphone is enabled at any given
time) to avoid any one learner dominating discussions. In asynchronous discussions,
inappropriate or tangential comments can be moderated or, if appropriate, challenged
publicly, as with a face-to-face teaching setting.
A further difference with respect to discipline in the online learning environment is the
possibility for interactions outside of the channels that you are present in. We will talk
about the concept of ‘backchannels’ later in this week. When teaching online, educators
need to always be aware that interactions may be occurring between learners in places
that are out of your reach, and the possibility for bullying, for example, needs to be borne
in mind. If a learner is unusually reticent in an online session, or doesn’t post to a
discussion thread which you would have expected them to engage in, it can be worth
tactfully exploring with the learner (in private, of course) to ascertain what has caused the
change in their interaction / behaviour online.

Week 1: Teaching online is different
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1.5 Developing skills and confidence
It is important to note that supporting learners in an online environment requires a different
skillset to supporting learners in a face-to-face learning environment. A study by Price
et al. (2007) into the differences between learner perceptions of teaching in an online
environment and in a face-to-face environment found that the online teacher should have
a greater pastoral focus than that of a face-to-face teacher, and that often both teachers
and learners needed guidance and training in communicating online.
Without the ‘comfort’ of a physical classroom environment, learners can feel isolated and
unsupported, so an increased pastoral presence by the teacher, initiated via online
communications, can help reduce that feeling of isolation and develop a more
‘comfortable’ experience for the learner. A large scale, follow-up study by one of Price’s
co-authors (Richardson, 2009), which looked at the experiences of learners receiving
tutorial support online or face to face on humanities courses, concluded that with
adequate preparation, the online environment need not be a lesser experience for
learners in terms of support: ‘Provided that tutors and students receive appropriate
training and support, course designers in the humanities can be confident about
introducing online forms of tutorial support in campus-based or distance education.’
(pg. 69)
If you are moving into the online environment with your teaching, you also need to be
aware of the complexities that technology may bring. Whilst it is not usually necessary to
become a technical expert, familiarity with the common technical issues your learners
may face can be a very useful skillset to develop. If, for example, you can advise on the
common techniques to resolve audio issues during synchronous online sessions, you can
both save time and stress for learners and build their confidence. Your confidence to
approach new technologies and to deal with issues that arise in their usage will grow as
you gain experience and this makes teaching online a much more pleasurable
experience. So set aside some time to play and familiarise yourself with the tools you
expect to use. Also, it is always worth finding out whether there are training or
development opportunities focused on the specific online teaching technologies that you
expect to use.

Activity 2 Motivating and engaging students online
Allow about 20 minutes

1. Watch this video ‘Engaging and motivating students’ which summarises views
from a range of experts on student engagement.

2. As you watch, make notes on useful tips that you would like to incorporate into
your own online teaching.

Provide your answer...

Comment
Teaching online brings many opportunities to use different tools and techniques with
your learners.

Week 1: Teaching online is different
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This activity should help you to begin thinking, in broad terms at this stage, about what
you might like to try. The upcoming activities will look to develop your ideas further and
guide you towards means of trying them out in practice. More on that to come!

Week 1: Teaching online is different
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2 Blended learning

Figure 5 There are many facets to online learning

Previously, we introduced the distinctions between asynchronous and synchronous
teaching. Another concept that might be very useful to help you understand how to teach
online is blended learning. Blended learning usually refers to a course that includes both
online and face-to-face elements.
A blended approach will usually bring together three core elements: classroom-based
activities with the teacher present; online learning materials (which may be used in
different ways – as you'll see in the section on ‘flipped learning’); independent study using
materials provided by the teacher, either online or in hard copy, to reinforce concepts or
develop skills. This blend of activities means that the teacher also has a blend of roles,
adding a ‘facilitator’ element to their role as they organise and direct group activities, both
online and offline.
Blended learning can help to bring together the main advantages of synchronous
learning:

● teacher presence
● immediate feedback
● peer interaction.

It can combine these with the main advantages of asynchronous learning:

● independence
● flexibility
● self-pacing.

Week 1: Teaching online is different
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It can help to avoid the pitfalls of asynchronous learning:

● learner isolation
● difficulty with motivation.

2.1 Flipped classrooms
‘Flipped classrooms’ utilise the blended learning model to reverse the traditional learning
environment such that the learners receive the bulk of the instructional content online.
Learners would, for example, be asked to understand and process a set of material in
their own time and at their own pace. This would take the place of more traditional post-
class ‘homework’ tasks. The classroom sessions are then used for interactive discussion
and exploration of the topic with the teacher, which takes the place of the more traditional
instructional scenario. Hence the type of activities undertaken in each context is the
reverse of what is usual. The class has ‘flipped’ to be the space for students and teachers
to be more active, engaging with each other in a more personalised and focused way. The
online environment then becomes the home for the more traditional lecture-style teaching.

Activity 3 Thinking about the flipped classroom
Allow about 15 minutes

This video synthesises the benefit of a flipped classroom approach.
Watch the video and note down three benefits of the flipped classroom over a
traditional approach.

Video content is not available in this format.

Provide your answer...

Week 1: Teaching online is different
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Comment
This activity is intended to introduce you to the concept of the flipped classroom
approach, and to help you to identify the benefits it may have in your own context.
The benefits suggested for the flipped classroom approach include the ability for
students to work through materials at a pace that suits them, and a reduction in
boredom for students who are finding the material easier. The teacher can spend class
time addressing individual needs.
There is a wider theme that can be found in this video and elsewhere in this course.
This is the way that the role of a teacher can change in response to a change in
approach using technology. In the case of the flipped classroom, the teacher is seen to
become more of a ‘coach, mentor and guide’, rather than acting primarily to deliver
knowledge. You might see this as a benefit, depending on your point of view on what
the role of a teacher should be!

Now that you’ve been introduced to some of the unique aspects of online teaching, the
differences between synchronous and asynchronous elements, the possibilities of
blended learning and the notion of the flipped classroom, the next activity prompts you to
reflect on your own practice and how it might fit with what you have learned so far.

Activity 4 Starting to build your plans for teaching online
Allow about 30 minutes

This activity asks you to reflect upon what it is that you would like to achieve in terms of
online teaching. Now that you have read a little about the basics of teaching online,
think about what your goals are in this area. You may not have specific goals in mind
yet. If you don’t, simply focus on one course that you teach and consider how it might
be moved wholly or partially online. Note down answers to the following questions if
you can:

1. What do you want to deliver online? Do you aim to transfer online a small or
substantial element of what you currently deliver face to face? Will you move
entirely online or create a blended approach? Will you use synchronous or
asynchronous activities – or both? Might a flipped classroom approach be
appropriate?

2. To whom do you want to deliver the learning experience? What level of
experience with online learning is likely amongst your intended learners? What
support might your learners need to make a successful transition to online
learning?

3. What resources do you already have that you might be able to repurpose for
online learning?

Record your responses below and, if you wish, in your own journal as you will revisit
them later in this course.

Provide your answer...
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Comment
This is the first in a series of activities that appear throughout this course, helping you
to develop a plan for taking your teaching online. This first step will give your plans a
starting point. You may find it helpful at this stage to keep a range of options available,
perhaps listing several ideas for each point. You could narrow these down to a single
plan a little later.
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3 Learner anonymity, backchannels and
social interactions
In some online teaching environments, all interactions through ‘official’ channels will be
obviously attributable to individual students. Forum posts will usually only be possible
from students’ institutional online accounts, and therefore their name will be attached to
everything they contribute. Similarly, login information for synchronous online events will
usually be provided by the institution and will identify each learner clearly. However, there
may be circumstances where this kind of information is not provided by default, and
learners can choose to create accounts that do not identify who they are. Such anonymity
can have a great advantage for more reticent learners who may be reluctant to contribute
under their own name for fear of giving an incorrect answer, for example, and can be very
enabling for the entire cohort if discussing very sensitive topics. However, it can also
embolden trouble-makers or more dominant personalities, and because of this it can be
challenging for the teacher to moderate activities where the interactions are anonymous.
As you learned earlier in this week, any online teaching activity carries the possibility of
interactions developing between learners in spaces away from the official locations for the
online learning. Whilst there can be concerns about the lack of control over these
communications between learners, more often they can be exceptionally useful to
learners (Fiester and Green, 2016). If students are in touch with each other via an instant
messaging app, for example, during a synchronous online learning event, they can often
help each other with understanding the issues covered without having to declare in front
of the teacher that they need assistance. This can lead to a greater collective advance in
learning than would happen if only the official channels were used.
It is important to consider how we as educators can encourage and structure effective use
of backchannels. One example of backchannels being used to great effect is the use of
Twitter and a dedicated hashtag to synthesise and discuss presentations during a
conference (be it online or face to face). This image shows some of the use of the hashtag
#H818conf during the H818 Online Conference 2016, an annual event ran as part of one
of the modules of the Open University’s MA in Online and Distance Education.
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Figure 6 Twitter responses
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4 This week’s quiz
Check what you’ve learned this week by taking the end-of-week quiz.
Week 1 practice quiz
Open the quiz in a new window or tab then come back here when you’re done.
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Summary
This week you’ve been introduced to some of the core concepts in online teaching.
Synchronous and asynchronous activities are a key distinction in teaching online, and
deciding which activities or resources should be used synchronously and which
asynchronously is one of the fundamental skills any online teacher must develop. Blended
learning and flipped classroom techniques could become a fundamental part of thinking
for teachers whose classes are divided between a face-to-face element and an online
element. We will move on next week to looking at what makes effective online teaching
and how education theories can inform how we approach online teaching. Before we
move on, however, let’s have a few moments with Rita, to see how she’s getting on.

Video content is not available in this format.

You can now go to Week 2.
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Week 2: Discovering the

connections: principles and

theories for understanding

digital tools

Introduction
How do you get started with online teaching? In this week, we will look at some principles
that underpin effective online teaching, and how learning theories can inform approaches
to teaching. Following this you will be introduced to a categorisation of the technologies
used in online teaching. Finally, you will be introduced to the world of learning objects.
Pulling all of this together should enable you to start planning what you want to achieve
with online teaching.

Teacher reflections
This week we have a clip from Leanne, who tells us about some of the tools and concepts
she has found useful in her teaching.

Video content is not available in this format.
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By the end of this week, you should be able to:

● understand some of the essential principles of online teaching
● be aware of some key learning theories and classifications of online teaching

technologies
● understand the concept of learning objects and some of the different classifications

of these.

1 Principles of effective online teaching
In Week 1, we introduced some of the ways in which online learning can create new
opportunities and benefits for teachers and learners. However, in order to realise those
benefits, certain principles need to be followed to optimise the online experience for
learners.

Activity 1 Challenging preconceptions about online teaching
Allow about 10 minutes

Watch the video ‘What are some benefits to teaching online?’ and make a note of any
concerns expressed that you had not already thought of regarding your own teaching
context.

Provide your answer...

Comment
Often teachers have preconceptions about teaching online and what they or their
learners may ‘lose’ if they take their teaching online.
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This week’s material and activities are designed to help you to separate perceived
advantages and disadvantages of teaching online from the real ones, as applied to you
in your own context.
Rather than being a simple binary choice, there are lots of options and ways of tailoring
online teaching to any context. So it is important to be aware of key concepts and
types of tools, consider what is known about these, and to have an approach that
allows you to trial ways of teaching online and to understand the results. The course
will help you to develop in each of these areas.
Searching the web for ‘principles of effective online teaching’ brings up many different
takes on the topic, each slightly different. On the following pages you will find a
summary of some of the key principles that almost always feature in these lists. They
have been gathered from a range of sources but have been inspired in particular by
Cooper (2016) and Hill (2009).

1.1 Create a schedule
In the face-to-face teaching environment, the teacher is not available to learners at all
times of the day and night, every day of the week. When moving to an asynchronous
online learning environment it is tempting for students to expect that the teacher should be
always available. As the teacher, you need to establish a set schedule of when you are,
and are not, available to learners. If they will need synchronous support, drop-in tutorials
can be scheduled. Otherwise agree that you will respond to messages within a specific
time period so that, for example, if a learner contacts you after a certain hour in the
evening, they know not to expect a response until the following morning. Similarly, provide
a schedule of expectations to learners – tell them by when you consider they should have
reached each milestone in the course and follow up when students miss core deadlines.
This should help keep on track those learners who are less capable of motivating
themselves to progress through the course.

1.2 Keep learners informed
Make sure you repeat information about core deadlines often. If there are to be
synchronous learning events (such as webinars and group tutorials) make sure learners
are reminded of the event several times in the weeks and days leading up to each event. If
there is to be a change to planned activities, for example if you will be away and unable to
respond to messages for a few days, make sure the learners are kept informed well in
advance, and designate an alternate person the learners can contact if they need
assistance urgently.
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Figure 1 Learning online is very mobile

1.3 Foster a sense of community
Wenger’s (1998) concept of ‘communities of practice’ has gained traction in education
over the past two decades. Wenger suggests that people who share a common goal or
purpose can form a community of practice through which they share insights and
experiences. Members of a community are practitioners in a particular area. For example,
they could be teachers in a subject area who discuss their ideas and experiences in a
shared online space. Active participation in a community of practice is a social process,
and yet it enhances individuals’ learning and can also increase their social capital through
developing connections and recognition.
Building community is important for online learning, where learners can readily drift away
or feel isolated due to the nature of online engagement. So think about steps to keep them
together and engaged. This might involve reminding them of what they are supposed to
be working on at any given moment, or fostering a sense of community between the
learners by making yourself a key part of that community. Drawing on the concept of
communities of practice, you could emphasise that connecting and sharing with like-
minded others can be very beneficial.
You might find that you spend less time engaging with students through lectures or
traditional sessions because this material is instead presented in a form they can access
independently at any time. In an online environment, the role of the teacher can become
more supportive and collegiate, such that the learners understand that your primary role is
to help them to succeed on the course. To this end, it can be useful to construct an
individual relationship with each learner rather than always relying on mass or automated
emails.
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1.4 Ask for feedback
In tandem with fostering a sense of community, you need to check at regular intervals how
the learners are doing, evaluate their progression through the course materials, and
ensure they are being supported. Those who respond negatively, and those who do not
respond at all, will need your attention to help them develop study strategies to get them
back on track. Online feedback mechanisms can provide more formative feedback for
tutors than traditional paper questionnaires (Donovan et al., 2006). It can also be very
beneficial to your online teaching practice to engage in peer observation with fellow online
teachers (Jones and Gallen, 2016). We will be exploring how you can make the best use
of feedback in Week 8 of this course.

1.5 Recognise diversity
One of the main advantages of the online environment is that students can learn in their
own way, at their own pace. This is attractive to people who have other responsibilities or
employment. As such, try not to curtail the freedoms that online study offers by imposing
unnecessary limitations on the way students undertake their learning.
Differentiated instruction – a term used to describe ways in which learning might be
tailored to the differences between individuals in a class – is important here. Online
instructors can usefully tailor their instruction according to factors such as the individual’s
ability or interests (Beasley and Beck, 2017). However, this might need to be considered
in light of our previous discussion of the potential for online study to result in isolation, and
the value of giving learners some shared structure to follow.
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2 How can educational theories help you
take your teaching online?

Figure 2 Four theories help us to understand best approach to teaching online

There are many theories associated with education, and it is not the role of this course to
discuss them all. However, when referring to online education and its advantages to
learners, four theories are often discussed and can help us to understand how to go about
teaching online. These are behaviourism, cognitivism, constructivism and connectivism.
The principles of effective online teaching outlined in Section 1 are informed by these
theories.
We are not going to delve deeply into the four theories, but it can be useful to bear in mind
the general ideas behind them when considering moving into the online teaching
environment.

2.1 Behaviourism
Skinner (1968) and Thorndike (1928) were two of the main proponents of behaviourism.
Their work examined how behaviour is linked to experience and reward. So in the online
teaching context, teachers should be aware to ‘reward’ their learners for positive
behaviour. This need not be solely via the domain of the assessed parts of the course, but
also in giving encouragement and positive feedback for engaging in discussion activities
or reaching certain milestones on schedule, for example.

2.2 Cognitivism
Cognitivism largely replaced behaviourism and came to prominence in the late 20th
century. This theory concentrated on the organisation of knowledge, information
processing and decision-making. Ausubel (1960) and Bruner (1966) were two of the main
proponents of cognitivism. Bruner pursued the notion that learners should be given
opportunities to discover for themselves relationships that are inherent in the learning
material, a teaching technique he named ‘scaffolding’. In an online teaching environment,
this could manifest itself in the teacher providing regular and focused support to each
learner in the early stages of the course, but making less frequent supporting
interventions as the learner begins to act successfully by themselves. Ausubel’s work in
this area would suggest that it is better for the teacher to provide some materials in
advance, that allow the learner to ‘organise’ their learning approach prior to them
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accessing the actual course materials, so that they have already developed much of the
skillset they will need to successfully undertake the course.

2.3 Constructivism

Figure 3 Some of the main theories associated with education

Constructivism is concerned with how knowledge is constructed. The main proponents of
constructivism were Piaget (1957) and Vygotsky (1986). Piaget was interested in how
knowledge is constructed by the individual, and in particular, how children move through
several quite different stages of development in terms of constructing knowledge.
Vygotsky, however, was more concerned with how the social construction of knowledge
has an important role to play in this process. With respect to online teaching, one of the
important notions to take from Vygotsky’s work is the ‘zone of proximal development’. In
short, this suggests that learners progress optimally if continually presented with tasks
that are just beyond (i.e. proximal to) their current zone of ability or development. If
learning tasks are repeatedly too simple, boredom quickly ensues and the learner can be
lost from the course. If the tasks are too advanced, enthusiasm can be lost, frustration
builds and again, the learner may lose interest. Vygotsky suggested that the tasks in that
zone of proximal development are ones that most learners can achieve with just a little
help – and of course, that is where the role of the online teacher becomes vital. Some of
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the ways in which a teacher can offer support and challenge are different from those used
in a face-to-face teaching scenario, as this course will explain.

2.4 Connectivism
This theory takes into account the availability of a plethora of information on the web,
which can be shared around the world almost instantaneously with the rise of social
networking. Connectivism draws on chaos theory’s recognition of ‘everything being
connected to everything else’. It also draws on networking principles, and theories of
complexity and self-organisation, and is built on a notion that ‘the connections that enable
us to learn more are more important than our current state of knowing’ (Siemens, 2005).
Siemens explains that:

‘Connectivism is driven by the understanding that decisions are based on
rapidly altering foundations. New information is continually being acquired. The
ability to draw distinctions between important and unimportant information is
vital. The ability to recognise when new information alters the landscape based
on decisions made yesterday is also critical.’ (Siemens, 2005)

Unlike the other theories presented above, connectivism is ‘a learning theory for the digital
age’ (Siemens, 2005). It is also newer and less established in terms of a body of research.
Whether or not you agree with its arguments, two very important questions for this course
are prompted by connectivism: has the internet fundamentally changed what learning is?
And does the internet change what education, and educators, should aim to achieve?

Activity 2 How do educational theories match with your teaching?
Allow about 20 minutes

Make brief notes on the differences between behaviourism, cognitivism, constructi-
vism and connectivism. Are there ideas that are present in your current teaching
practice? How do they appear? Do these theories fit with your experiences of
learning?

Provide your answer...

Comment
As a teacher, you are probably familiar with these theories already, but it can be helpful
to take a step back and look at your teaching with a critical eye. This activity should
help you to identify where you draw on the theories, which, as you move through the
course, should help you to decide where the theories will play a role in your online
teaching.

Here you have explored some of the theories that inform the underpinning principles of
effective online teaching. However, online teaching cannot take place without the
application of technology, and this is what you will focus upon next.
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3 Digital technologies for online teaching

Figure 4 The SAMR model

This section of Week 2 gives an overview of the possible technologies available to an
online teacher, and the ways in which they can support and influence teaching and
learning.
The SAMR model categorises four ways in which the introduction of technology changes
teaching activity (Puentedura, 2017):

● Substitution: where technology is used as a direct substitute for what you might do
already, with no functional change.

● Augmentation: where technology is a direct substitute, but there is functional
improvement over what you did without the technology.

● Modification: where technology allows you to significantly redesign the task.
● Redefinition: where technology allows you to do what was previously not possible.

There has been substantial debate about the value of, and evidence for, the SAMR model
(for example Love, 2015). However, it has achieved some popularity amongst
researchers and practitioners. Here, we are simply using it as a way to categorise four
ways in which a teacher might start to introduce technology into their online teaching. If
you have time, you may wish to explore some of the discussions about the value of this
model, starting by following up the references above.
The following sections describe different groups of tools that teachers might commonly
use in getting started using technology in online teaching.

3.1 Course management
Online courses, and courses with any online component, are usually delivered using a
host platform, commonly referred to as a Learning Management System (LMS) or Virtual
Learning Environment (VLE). These systems support teachers in delivering materials to
the learner, keep track of registered students, and support other tasks such as
assessment and communications. Teachers based in traditional universities, colleges or
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schools will not normally have much input into the selection process when the institution is
investing in one of these products (even ‘free’ LMS systems like Moodle require
investment in terms of adapting and running the product). Usually the teacher’s role is to
find out what possibilities exist for teaching online using the product, and to use the
elements that seem most productive in their individual context. Often a variety of tools can
be included, such as blogs and wikis, quizzes and automated assessment processes,
spaces for synchronous and asynchronous learning activities, and repositories for
learning objects. You will learn more about the ways in which LMS tools can be used in
teaching next week.

3.2 Content creation tools
With online learning comes the potential to use a variety of media within online learning
materials and to use content creation tools to package them all together into a coherent
learning experience. As well as providing interesting ways to use audio and video media
in teaching, there are online tools available for production of graphs and infographics,
animations, storyboards, and more. The teacher’s role in respect of these kinds of tools is
to browse and trial a range of software and to discover which kinds would help bring their
online teaching alive with a variety of media and presentation formats. Week 3 of the
course provides some guidance on this process. Once you have an idea of what you want
to create, you will need to identify how the outputs you create with these content creation
tools can be integrated with the course management system to create a dynamic and
engaging online learning experience.
In addition, you may design your materials to enable learners to use these tools in their
online work. Beetham (2007) points out that:

‘Applications can even be shared to enable collaborative representations to be
built, as happens face to face with electronic whiteboards, and with wikis online.
Learners’ representations can of course be used for assessment but they can
also be re-integrated into the learning situation for reflection and peer review, or
even as learning materials for future cohorts.’ (Beetham, 2007, p. 35)

3.3 Networking and collaboration tools
Google Docs and other elements of the Google Apps suite (as well as a range of other
similar tools) allow teachers to share materials with their learners and work on them
together in real time, or asynchronously. This can enable strengthening of the teacher-
learner online relationship, which is particularly valuable in the early stages of a course. In
addition, a range of collaborative networking tools can be used to foster group working
and a sense of community between learners on an online course. Instant messaging apps
can foster backchannels (Week 1 of this course introduced backchannels). Activities
using Twitter or Pinterest to search for information, or using Diigo to gather together
relevant internet bookmarks, can help bring an online group together with a shared
objective, as well as exposing that group to a wider community in a relevant subject area.
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3.4 Enhancing tools and materials you already use
Many teachers will be familiar with creating Word documents and PowerPoint
presentations. Materials in both formats can be repurposed for the online environment.
They are a classic example of the ‘substitution category’ of the SAMR model
(Puentedura, 2017) where teachers move online the same methods they used in the face-
to-face environment. However, with a little more work, static documents featuring text and
images can be turned into online exploration tools, linking to websites, animations, videos,
blogs and so on to enrich the learning experience. These improved Word and PowerPoint
files can then be integrated with other materials using content creation tools, or mounted
within a course management system, for example.
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4 Learning objects
Digital networks and tools support sharing and replication of content with little effort.
Unlike a physical object such as a printed book, a digital object can be copied, shared,
edited, and re-shared without any impact on the original object. Many educators have
explored how we might be supported to create and use digital objects in different ways to
those physical objects. Over time, this has led to the development of several concepts
which we start to introduce here, and return to in more depth in later stages of the course.
The concept of a learning object suggests that small, self-contained digital units of
learning can be created that can then be combined, reused or adapted for repeat usage.
When these started to emerge, the term Reusable Learning Objects (RLOs) was used to
describe them. This was because it was argued that when a learning object was shared, it
should be created in such a way that it helps another educator or learner to make use of it
themselves.
Recently, you are more likely to see the term Open Educational Resources (OERs) used
to describe content that is shared by educators. OER has become a more popular and
widely understood concept amongst educators across the world than RLO. OER is in part
an evolution of the idea of a RLO, however, the two terms are not completely
interchangeable. Firstly, RLOs are, by definition, designed to be shareable, whereas
OERs may be teaching materials that have been deemed shareable by the author but
which have not followed a specific approach that supports other educators to reuse them.
What OERs do provide, by definition, is a licence that makes it clear that there is legal
provision for reuse by others according to certain rules. RLOs do not necessarily have
these licenses, although to be truly reusable, they should.
Learning objects can vary in nature from multimedia packages with audio and/or video
elements, to single tasks presented in text or slideshow documents, with myriad variations
and varieties in between. The role of the online teacher may be to create or feed into the
creation of learning objects, or it may be to use learning objects produced by other teams
within the institution to deliver an online learning experience, by means of asynchronous
and synchronous activities. Repositories of RLOs exist on the internet, meaning that
adventurous learners may discover them and use them to enhance their learning outside
of the given course materials. Examples of these repositories include Wisc-Online, and
MERLOT, whose RLO contents are also OERs.

Activity 3 Learning objects and your own teaching
Allow about 15 minutes

Watch this video ‘Learning Objects’, and then identify and note down three potential
learning objects that could be created from the materials that you have used in your
own teaching or learning. Consider whether these might be successfully reused by
others online, and what additions or modification, if any, they would need to be useful
learning objects.

Provide your answer...
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Comment
This activity should help you to start thinking about resources you already use, and
how they might work in online teaching. If you completed this exercise quickly, you
might find it helpful to go on to perform a brief audit of all of the learning objects that
you currently use, so that you could consider repurposing any or all of them in your
future online teaching.

Churchill (2007) proposed a typology that may be useful when thinking about the variety
of learning objects and their purposes:

● Presentation object: Direct instruction resources to transmit specific subject matter.
● Practice object: Repeat practice with feedback, educational game or representation

that allows practice and learning of procedures.
● Simulation object: Representation of some real life system or process.
● Conceptual model: Representation of a key concept or related concepts of subject

matter.
● Information object: Display of information organised and displayed with modalities.
● Contextual representation: Data displayed as it emerges from represented authentic

scenario.

Now is a good time for you to develop your own plans for taking your teaching online.
Each week you will build further upon these notes until you have a comprehensive plan of
action.

Activity 4 Building learning objects into your plans for teaching online
Allow about 60 minutes

1. Last week in Activity 4 you were asked what teaching you might want to deliver
online, who you would deliver it to, and what materials you might repurpose.
Revisit your notes about what you want to deliver online. If you typed your notes
into the box in Week 1, they will automatically appear below this list.

2. Now return to this week’s learning. Which types of learning object might you
develop or reuse in order to deliver the objectives you have?

3. Next, revisiting Section 1 of this week, consider how you might build or integrate
your learning objects in a way that takes into account the ‘principles of effective
online teaching’.

4. Finally, consider which tools you might need in order to create an effective
learning experience using these objects. At the moment, you might not know the
names of all the relevant tools, and that’s fine – simply write something like ‘a tool
that will allow me to…’ and continue the sentence with a specific action such as
‘combine video with passages of text’ or ‘give my learners a multiple choice quiz’.

Display of content entered previously

As with Activity 4 from Week 1, keep your responses in a safe place, as you will build
upon them later in the course.
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Provide your answer...

Comment
Here you are building on your responses from last week, to move your plan for online
teaching another step forward. It is important that you consider not only the learning
objects you may wish to reuse, but also how you might use them, both pedagogically
(part 3 of the activity) and in terms of how the technology might help you to deliver
them (part 4).
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5 This week’s quiz
Check what you’ve learned this week by taking the end-of-week quiz.
Week 2 practice quiz
Open the quiz in a new window or tab then come back here when you’re done.
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Summary
In this week you have looked at the core theories and principles that underpin good quality
online teaching. You have also started to look at the digital technologies involved in online
teaching and the use of learning objects – both of these will be revisited in much more
detail later in the course. In fact, next week’s material is all about the technologies that you
can use to deliver your online teaching.
Finally for this week, let’s see how Rita’s getting along.

Video content is not available in this format.

You can now go to Week 3.
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Week 3: Selecting

technologies: what to look for

and how to choose

Introduction

Figure 1 There are a range of tools that can be used in online teaching

This week will give you an overview of the main types of tools available for use online,
what they offer, and how you might use them in your online teaching. This section does
not aim to be, and could never be, completely comprehensive, and we’ll show you a few
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online resources that you may find useful for further exploration. We present some
categorisations of these tools as a way of helping you to understand the potential of some
of the main types of tools for your own context. The internet is replete with blog posts,
categorisations, discussions, and sales pitches about these tools. So what we want to do
is give you a starting point to better navigate and use it to your advantage in your work.
A brief note on privacy and personal information, which is particularly relevant to this week
and next week, where you may find yourself registering for and trying different tools. If you
are concerned by the privacy implications of using some of the tools covered in this
week’s materials, one approach is to use an alias when creating your account with them,
and to create a separate email address (e.g. using Google’s Gmail) for the purpose of
registering for the service instead of using your usual email address. However, this
approach will not make your actions truly anonymous or private, e.g. the service provider
or your ISP will be able to identify that it is your computer accessing the service. It is
possible to take further steps such as using a service to anonymise your computer
(e.g. www.anonymizer.com). However, discussion of the pros and cons of such
techniques is beyond the scope of this course.

Teacher reflections
This week we have a video from Sarah H., who tells us about how she decides on the
tools to use in teaching:

Video content is not available in this format.

By the end of this week, you should be able to:

● describe some of the ways to categorise educational technologies for online teaching
● explain how some of the tools available might help with certain learning objectives
● start making informed decisions about which tools you might try in your own context.
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1 Technologies for content creation

Figure 2 There are many resources online that can be used for creating learning
resources – just be sure to check how you can use them

There are so many technologies available that could be used for content creation, it is
impossible to cover them all. New tools are produced regularly, and older ones disappear,
so giving specific examples can be a tricky thing to do as tools can become outdated very
quickly. Here we’ve provided an overview of the kinds of tools available and some brief
guidance for things you should be aware of when using them.

1.1 Repurposing and extending slide presentations
Last week we touched on the idea of repurposing existing learning materials with some
enhancements. Presentation tools like PowerPoint contain features for achieving such
enhancement, for example, by adding narration to a slideshow, or adding sound clips to
individual slides. These features can enable you to repurpose your classroom or
synchronous online slideshow for an asynchronous online audience, giving that audience
the benefit of your spoken accompaniment without you needing to be there. One
advantage to adding individual sound clips to each slide is that the learner can choose
when to begin listening – for example, they may wish to read the content of the slide first.
Similarly, a vision-impaired student using a screen-reading program can listen to the text
being read aloud before selecting the audio clip. By contrast, a single narration file across
the entire slideshow forces the learner to pause the narration if they cannot read and
listen to everything in the time you allow before moving on, and the screen-reader user
will hear the text being read aloud by their assistive technology at the same time as your
narration, which can be incredibly confusing. If you are looking to share your
presentations online it may be appropriate to look at services for this such as Slideshare.

Tip
Use a good quality microphone to ensure clear sound. These are usually inexpensive, but
the increase in output quality makes investing in one worthwhile for an online teacher.
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1.2 Screencasting
This is a way of recording what you are doing on a computer screen, with a voiceover. It is
ideal for demonstrations where learners benefit from seeing something being done. The
learners can replay the screencast as often as they wish, and can pause and rewind.
Applications of this kind of content creation tool include demonstrating how to use a
certain software program or how to access a particular database (Peterson, 2007). Free
screencasting tools, and free trials of paid-for tools, are available, although they may be
limited in terms of the length of recording that can be produced, and sometimes the
finished recordings contain a watermark ‘advertising’ the tool used. Paid-for tools offer a
much greater range of features and flexibility in output. But you can try it out first and see if
you or your organisation considers it worthwhile to purchase a licence. Camtasia and
Adobe Presenter are examples of paid-for tools which offer a free trial at the time of
writing. Wikipedia hosts a list of screencasting software that includes many free and paid-
for tools.

Tip
Screencasts can quickly accumulate very large file sizes because they capture both audio
and visuals. You may aid your learners by producing a number of shorter clips rather than
long ones, as these will download or buffer more quickly.

Activity 1 Demonstrations of screencasting
Allow about 10 minutes

Watch these two short screencasts. The first is demonstrating how to align or justify
text in word processing software, the second shows some tips for using photo editing
software. It is not the subject matter of these clips that you should note here, but you
should use them as inspiration to think about the possibilities for which elements of
your own teaching might be explained or demonstrated effectively by the use of
screencasts. Note down some ideas for suitable topics in your own teaching.
Screencast 1: Aligning text
Screencast 2: Photoshop Lightroom

Provide your answer...

Comment
Screencasts can be very effective for explaining or demonstrating certain concepts or
topics. This activity should prompt some thoughts about elements of your own
teaching that might make good subject matter for screencasts. The videos show some
different approaches that can be taken and screencasts vary depending on the subject
matter. If you think there is potential then we recommend trialling some of the software
listed above as this can be a very powerful tool.
A related approach of sharing the screen during a ‘live’ video call is possible using
many modern video conferencing tools. However, if this is not recorded it would not be
available for later use in the way that these screencasts are.
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1.3 Low-tech, low-complexity video recording

Figure 3 Creating resources doesn’t have to be complicated

Whilst it can be valuable in some circumstances to utilise high quality video recording
equipment and to create polished videos, often in online learning this degree of
complexity is unnecessary and can even be detrimental to the learning process.

Activity 2 The potential for low-complexity uses of video
Allow about 10 minutes

This video highlights the benefits of a low-tech, low-complexity approach to producing
video content in online teaching:

View at: youtube:GuA8fPCHu9c

Watch the video and make notes about how achievable and effective this method
could be in delivering your own teaching online.

Provide your answer...

Comment
We really want to get across the idea that video does not need to be an expensive,
high-tech venture. This activity is designed to demonstrate how achievable it can be
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for many teachers, and to help you to think about how it might be useful in your own
online teaching.

To demonstrate how uncomplicated, low-tech videos can be effective in online teaching,
the ‘Teacher reflections’ videos used in each week of this course were all made by the
people speaking in each one, at home, with just regular webcams or phone cameras. A
set of guidelines were provided to try to make each video look and feel similar, and we
have added the titles and adjusted the volume to be consistent, but that was all the
additional work that was needed to produce the videos you see here.

Tip
Even with low-tech approaches to video, certain techniques can make a big difference to
the quality and effectiveness of your clips. Keep the camera stable (by placing on a firm
surface or using a tripod, for example) and be aware of distracting elements in the
background (such as screens, people or pets moving around, or even personal items such
as family photographs).

1.4 Image manipulation
Images can be used to great effect in online learning – to illustrate a concept, provide
emotional impact, reinforce learning, or simply add visual decoration. Rather than only
including images in their original form, try using free graphics software to manipulate and
annotate images. For example, a teacher could digitally alter one image and post it side
by side with the original, asking learners to ‘spot the differences’, or the teacher could
obscure elements of the image and ask students to predict what is hidden (this method
works especially well with mathematical or chemical equations).

Tip
Ensure that the resolution and file sizes of your images are appropriate. If the resolution is
too low, details may not be sufficiently clear, especially for students using certain displays or
magnification software. Conversely, very high resolution images can mean huge file sizes
that take a long time to download for anyone with a slower internet connection. File sizes
can be checked through looking at the ‘properties’ of the file in your computer’s file
manager. While software tools all differ, there are generally options when saving a file that
allow resolution or quality to be changed. Also ensure that you have provided a description
of the image so that students unable to view it can still understand what is being depicted
(you will learn more about making your learning inclusive in Week 6).

1.5 Small interactive tools with big impact
Tools that enable you to add interactive items to web pages, such as word clouds,
quizzes, and drag and drop exercises are all freely available on the internet. If you have
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an idea for an online teaching technique that you’d like to try with your learners, the
chances are that there will be a tool somewhere to help you to achieve it.

Tip
Some of these types of tools may use browser plug ins that add the ability to use
technologies, such as Flash or Java, to generate content for you. If this is the case, you
may need to ensure that you and your students have up to date Flash and Java installations
for these websites to work properly. Guidance on this can be found at Adobe Flash Player
and Java. It is worth checking whether the interactive components work well on different
kinds of browsers or platforms. For example, do they work on a tablet or mobile device?

Figure 4 A screenshot of a tutorial using a web conferencing platform

1.6 E-learning development tools
Creating engaging teaching content using the tools outlined in this section should be
within the capability of most computer-literate teachers. However, there are more complex
tools available which can help you to generate comprehensive, multimedia, interactive
online teaching materials. If you are interested in immersing yourself in new tools and
techniques for content creation, you might try one of the following authoring tools. A web
search for ‘e-learning authoring tools’ will bring up a range of current technologies you
could try. At the time of writing, popular tools included Adobe Captivate, Articulate
Storyline, Xerte Online Toolkits, Canvas, OpenLearn Create, and more – new tools
emerge every year.

1.7 Web conferencing platforms
Although not usually purchased by individual teachers, most institutions have invested in
at least one learning platform with web conferencing functionality. You may have heard of
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Adobe Connect and Blackboard Collaborate, for example, but there are many similar
products available, including tools designed for individual use such as Skype, Zoom or
Google Hangouts. These platforms provide the online teacher with opportunities for online
classroom-like teaching scenarios, as well as offering opportunities for screensharing,
group work, peer review and more. The greatest strengths of platforms like this tend to be
in synchronous learning, although they can also be readily combined with tools like
discussion forums to broaden the impact to asynchronous environments (Çakiroglu et al.,
2016, Guo and Möllering, 2016, Kear et al., 2012). These tools can be used for replicating
a seminar environment by wrapping synchronous discussion tools around a central
presentation or video with voiceover.

1.8 RSS feeds and aggregators
RSS is a type of web feed that allows users to view updates to online content, such as
news or blog discussions. Often this is used to receive updates from news websites of
interest, but it can also have a useful purpose in online teaching. For example, RSS feeds
can be used to subscribe to discussion threads, so that the learner receives an email
notification every time someone responds to a particular thread. As a teacher, you could
also use this kind of technology to ‘push’ messages, schedule reminders and discussion
topics out to learners for them to receive in a manner that suits them. Tools that gather
together in a single place the RSS feeds that you have signed up to receive are known as
RSS aggregators.

1.9 Plagiarism detection
Plagiarism detection software is perhaps not a technology you would immediately think of
as an online teaching aid. However, plagiarism prevention tools (which automatically
compare assignments from students with each other, and with content found online) can
be used quite successfully in meeting certain learning objectives in an online
environment. Many institutions now provide staff and students with access to a plagiarism
detection service. This can be employed to illustrate to learners how to write or compile
assessment material in an appropriate manner, how to build on (rather than repeat)
previous work, and how to reference and quote appropriately. In this way, these tools can
be used to offer formative feedback rather than just being used to identify problematic
assessment submissions. If you would like to know more then the first step could be to
find out whether there are tools already in use at your institution, but Wikipedia also hosts
a list of plagiarism detection software.

Activity 3 Incorporating technologies into your plans
Allow about 10 minutes

From the nine technologies presented in this section, select two of interest and make
notes about how you would like to use them in online teaching. Add these to your
existing notes about your plans for moving into online teaching.

Provide your answer...
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Comment
As you build your plans for online teaching, you should already have some ideas of the
kinds of technologies that you could use to deliver your teaching online. This activity
helps you to identify several that you will explore further initially – you can always
investigate the others later on.
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2 Personalisation with tools for learning

Figure 5 Personalisation

Personalisation is the tailoring of teaching and teaching materials (and the environment in
which they are delivered) to suit the needs and preferences of a range of learners. It links
closely to accessibility for learners with disabilities, and we shall examine this aspect in
more detail in Week 6. This week, however, we are considering how technology can be
used to support the whole range of learners, whatever their needs or preferences.
Online teaching usually has more opportunities for personalisation than face-to-face
teaching, simply because it is easier for learners to use the available technology to modify
their learning environment to suit their needs. (Imagine, for example, the ease of dimming
a computer screen, compared to the difficulties in dimming a classroom environment
without inconveniencing other learners.)

Figure 6 Learners can adapt online lessons to suit their own needs

Asynchronous online learning usually has more opportunities for personalisation than
synchronous learning because it gives the learners flexibility in terms of when and where
they access the learning materials.
The ideal way to optimise personalisation in online teaching has two elements:

● Design teaching materials that will meet a wide group of needs and preferences,
utilising a variety of media and teaching techniques.

● Put control in the hands of each learner, allowing them to adjust the materials to suit
themselves.

2.1 Serving diverse audiences
It is worthwhile designing materials and utilising technologies with as broad a range of
learners as possible in mind. By doing this, your materials are ready to reuse in later years
or different contexts. This section delivers some general points, so that you may start to
think about how these considerations would be applied to your own move into online
teaching. In Week 6 we cover this area in greater detail.
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Instructions
Sometimes designing and delivering materials for a wide range of audience needs simply
means enhancing clarity. Ensure your instructions are clear and unambiguous (be
consistent with terms like Units, Pages, Weeks, Sections and so on) (Ernest et al., 2013).
If you are creating audio or audiovisual material, ensure you speak slowly and clearly,
taking pauses to allow digestion of key sentences or phrases.

Cultural references
Be aware that your learners may not all have the same cultural backgrounds, so be
careful when using idioms or cultural references in teaching materials (Arbour
et al., 2015). You may also need to consider your choice of images so that diversity is fully
reflected.

Flexibility of schedule
Whilst it is vital to provide students with a schedule of key dates and deadlines in the
course, and to ensure at regular intervals that they are aware of what is immediately
ahead of them, you can also design in flexibility where possible. If there is not a strict need
for every learner to complete a certain task at the same time, then allow a little more time
to those who need it. Some learners may need individual attention from the teacher in
order to keep to the overall schedule – this is a further element of personalisation (Ernest
et al., 2013).

Promotion of communication and peer support
Online learners should be encouraged to comment and reflect on the learning. This may
be achieved using their own spaces, such as blogs, or more ‘public’ spaces, such as
discussion forums. Asynchronous forums allow everyone the chance to input on their own
terms and at their own pace, whilst discussing and commenting upon each other’s posts.
These interactions, if supported and moderated appropriately by the online teacher, can
help to foster a sense of community among the learners, which in turn can lead to the
development of peer support. Peer support is a key aspect of personalisation as it allows
learners to explore and learn as a collective, with each member of the collective playing to
their own strengths.

2.2 Giving control to learners
It may sound like a complicated process, but there are several ways of giving control to
learners that involve little extra work on the part of the teacher.

Allow choice of formats
It is standard accessibility practice to provide transcripts for audio or audiovisual material,
to provide captions for video material, to provide alternative text for images and so on.
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However, these alternative formats are often used by a much wider range of people than
those for whom they were originally intended, so ensure that all of these format options
are available as standard for all learners (Fidaldo and Thormann, 2017). Similarly, some
learners may prefer to receive your feedback as an audio mp3 rather than written text.
This can even be quicker to produce than annotating a document with text-based
feedback.

Allow choice of display characteristics
Many online teaching materials, including web pages, documents and slideshow
presentations, can be easily altered by learners to suit their needs in terms of font, font
size, colour and contrast. Point out to your learners how they can personalise your
materials, even linking them with guidance pages on the internet describing how to use
built-in web browser features to achieve these changes.
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3 Technologies for social communication

Figure 7 Manage the introduction of social media into your online lessons

As you saw in the Week 1 section on backchannels, and the discussion of connectivism in
Week 2, social media can have an important role in online teaching. There are a variety of
social communication tools that can be employed in online teaching, each with its own
potential advantages (and sometimes drawbacks too).
There sometimes needs to be a phased approach to the use of social media tools in
online teaching. Skills in providing constructive feedback perhaps need to be honed in a
relatively closed environment (such as a discussion forum, commenting first on a teacher-
provided item, and later on each other’s contributions) before being moved to a more
public arena (Jones and Gallen, 2016). Twitter and YouTube can both be used to great
effect in demonstrating how public commenting can easily move away from ‘constructive’
and in an unhealthy direction.
If you wish to read more about the positive and negative effects of using social media in
teaching, Haylett (2016) gathers together a variety of literature on the subject and draws
the conclusion that there appears to be a significant effect on student engagement from
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the use of social media. However, there may potentially be negative effects on student
attainment.

3.1 Social technologies for promoting community

Figure 8 Social media tools can give learners an easy way to communicate with each
other

Some social media tools can be used to enhance communication and cohesion among
your group of online learners. ‘Collecting’ tools such as Pinterest can help learners
discover a topic collectively and share their findings or ideas. Social bookmarking tools
such as Diigo can aid in broadening learners’ research skills, connecting them with
resources they hadn’t previously discovered. Of course, simply using the right
technologies will not force a sense of community and shared learning to develop in any
given cohort, but it will give it a chance of happening. If Facebook is available to all
members of your cohort (it is blocked in some countries), the creation of a class Facebook
group can give learners an easy way to communicate with each other, as well as providing
the teacher with an opportunity to provide prompt scheduling reminders, and to share
relevant resources. Coughlan and Perryman (2015) have written about the use of student-
led Facebook groups and their role in facilitating learning and achieving educational
inclusion.
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3.2 Social technologies for enhancing presence
Some social media tools can be utilised in online teaching to help the learners develop a
sense of place within the ‘wider world’ and to start enhancing their online profile
(Veletsianos, 2016). Blogs can be used to help learners become used to critically
reflecting on a given topic, to become familiar with expressing themselves in a ‘public’
arena, to enable the teacher to put explanatory text alongside class materials to allow
absentees greater context when catching up. Twitter can be used to demonstrate the
power of the collective, to share discovered resources, to seek feedback, and to contact
‘experts’ in a given subject area. We will explore uses of social media in more detail in
Week 4 of this course.

Activity 4 Thinking about the role of social media in online teaching
Allow about 15 minutes

Take a look at this infographic which provides a wide range of suggestions for ways in
which social media can be used in education: (You should be able to click on the image
to zoom in closer.)
Using the section entitled ‘How to use social media in class’, write down two to three
ideas that you might like to try out one day.

Provide your answer...

Comment
Social media tools can be useful in teaching, even though they may require careful
implementation. This activity is designed to get you started with thinking about how
social media may play a role in your online teaching, and what factors you need to
consider when implementing them.
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4 Dealing with change in the technology
sector
Change is an ever-present topic of conversation in education, and particularly with
respect to technology.

Figure 9 Technology changes rapidly across all sectors, including education

The rapid and constant evolution of technology means that some of the tools you read
about today will have disappeared in a year, while new ones will become available.
Hopefully, however, the principles will remain and you will be able to view the changed
landscape with the ability to select the tools that help you to achieve your objectives in
online teaching.
Before making substantial use of a tool, or committing to purchasing it, you may want to
consider aspects such as whether it has a substantial user base, or what the developer or
supplier’s model for sustainability, support or improvement is.
The next section provides some guidance on how to make choices, even if the tools we
have mentioned in this course are no longer available or suitable.
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5 How to choose

Figure 10 Choosing the right tool

How you choose which technology to use can depend on a number of factors
(Watson, 2011) such as:

● The intended learning outcomes for the course. Technology must serve the
pedagogical outcomes, not determine them.

● The students’ situation (location, access to internet, number of students in the class,
etc. This reflects the issues covered in Section 2 of this week).

● The activities or technical requirements of the course content (e.g. inclusion of large
graphic files, collaborative tools, live chat features, external guest lecturer access,
file sharing, discussions, etc.).

● The breadth and depth of the teacher’s previous online experience. While it is
tempting to use every new tool and feature in your teaching, it is better to start slowly
and build up your experience and confidence. Introduce one component, use it
appropriately, evaluate its success, and then adjust your teaching where necessary.
Slowly introduce more components once you and/or the students are more
comfortable with the technology. (In Week 8 of this course you will learn more about
‘action research’ and evaluation of your use of technology in teaching.)

● The requirements or policies of the institution regarding the use of different online
technologies.

● Whether a centralised learning management system (LMS) or free, open web
technology is available or preferable.

● Cost, to yourself or your organisation, both directly in purchase costs and indirectly in
the amount of time needed to become competent in its usage.

If you would like to read more about technology and tools for online learning, JISC (2016)
have created a resource combining guidance with case studies, and including a useful
checklist.

5.1 Linking learning outcomes, activities and tools
The University of New South Wales Sydney (2017) provide a very useful table grouping
together common themes of learning outcomes, the kinds of activities often used with
learners to achieve those outcomes, and some potentially useful online technologies for
each. An edited version of this table forms the basis for Activity 5 below.

Activity 5 Identifying technologies that you might use
Allow about 45 minutes

Read the activity tasks below and then examine the table that follows.
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1. Which tools and associated practices shown in the table do you or your learners
(as far as you know) currently use in a teaching and/or learning context? Spend
just a few minutes making a list.

2. As far as you know, outside of the teaching environment, which tools do your
learners use (or which would you presume that they use) to express themselves,
to reflect, to explore and to play? Again, make a list.

3. Which of the tools on your two lists above are social? Put an asterisk by each of
the tools that you would describe as social.

Provide your answer...

Comment
This activity should help you to develop further your responses from last week – now
you should be able to match possible tools to the tasks you wish your learners to
achieve online. In later weeks, you will build further upon these ideas.

Table 1 Learning outcomes and selecting technology tools

Desired learning
outcomes (the
‘what?’)

Rationale (the ‘why?’) Relevant activities (
the ‘how?’)

Potential technological
tools

Information literacy.

Global practice.

Digital literacy.

Ethical practice.

Preparation for suc-
cess.

Exposure to, awareness of, contribute to
external:

● activity
● conversations
● resources
● techniques and approaches.

Appropriate referencing.

Appropriate equipment of the 21st century
graduate.

Managing information load.

Multi-dimensional
evaluation.

Sharing and reviewing
online resources.

Connecting with out-
side experts/commu-
nities.

Check for plagiarism.

Media making/
mashups.

Digital storytelling.

Copyright/Creative
commons discus-
sions.

Activities relevant and
authentic to discipline.

Embedded activities
for generic attributes.

Contextual prompts to
evaluate sources.

RSS feeds/aggregators.

Blogs.

Plagiarism prevention
(e.g. Turnitin).

Presentation sharing
(e.g. SlideShare).

Video sharing
(e.g. YouTube, Vimeo).

Podcasting.

Online/distance learning
platforms
(e.g. Blackboard Collabo-
rate, Adobe Connect).

Screencasting.
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Self-directed learning.

Reflective practice.

Engaged learning.

Co-learning.

Quality learning envir-
onment and experi-
ence.

Negotiate understanding.

Feedback on the course.

Reflection on learning.

Global practice.

Consistency of experience.

Problem/case-based
learning.

Flexible access to
material.

Project planning and
management.

Student self-tests.

Teacher (and technol-
ogy) as facilitator of
learning.

Choice of modes and
activities.

Access to technology
(e.g. mobile devices).

Agreed code of con-
duct.

Wikis.

Quiz/survey.

Recorded lectures.

Video sharing
(e.g. YouTube, Vimeo).

Podcasting.

Mobile learning
(e.g. smartphone, tablet).

Online/distance learning
platforms
(e.g. Blackboard Collabo-
rate, Adobe Connect).

Giving and receiving
feedback.

Multiple perspectives.

Feedback on performance.

Collaborative writing.

Group negotiation and
planning.

Assessment of team-
work.

Review (e.g. group
work).

Publishing.

Reflection.

Wikis.

Blogs.

Discussion forum.

Peer review (e.g. via
forum).

Online/distance learning
platforms
(e.g. Blackboard Collabo-
rate, Adobe Connect).

Screencasting.

Working in teams.

Collaborative practice.

Negotiate understanding.

Multiple perspectives (for teacher).

Management of group work.

Digital literacy.

Inclusivity.

Collaborative writing.

Group negotiation and
planning.

Project planning and
management.

Problem/case-based
learning.

Assessing team con-
tribution.

Media-based projects.

Variety of communi-
cation styles sup-
ported.

Wikis.

Blogs.

Peer review (e.g. via
forum).

Google Docs.

Online/distance learning
platforms
(e.g. Blackboard Collabo-
rate, Adobe Connect).

Moderated discussion.
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Critical reviewing.

Critical thinking.

Independent learning.

Negotiate understanding.

Multiple perspectives.

Feedback.

Practice of critical reviewing.

Practice of critical thinking.

Reflecting.

Debating.

Reviewing.

Social knowledge
building.

Review of / commen-
tary on online mate-
rial.

Give and receive
feedback.

Blogs.

Discussion forum.

Online/distance learning
platforms
(e.g. Blackboard Collabo-
rate, Adobe Connect).

Seminar replicators
(e.g. VoiceThread).

Video sharing
(e.g. YouTube, Vimeo).

Podcasting.

RSS feeds/aggregators.

Peer review (e.g. via
forum).

Synthesis of learning.

Apply learning (at high
level).

Able to solve new problems.

Application of knowledge in inte-
grated way.

Experience ‘authentic’
practice.

Integrative (could be
group) project.

Problem/case-based
learning activities.

Authentic voice via video/
audio.

Online/distance learning
platforms
(e.g. Blackboard Collabo-
rate, Adobe Connect).

Simulations e.g. virtual
experiments.

Animations.

Written
communication.

Negotiate understanding.

Contribute to external activity, conversa-
tions, resources.

Appropriate referencing.

Reflecting.

Debating.

Reviewing.

Publishing.

Checking for plagi-
arism.

Blogs.

Discussion forum.

Plagiarism prevention
(e.g. Turnitin).

Presentation sharing
(e.g. SlideShare).

Messaging (e.g. Twitter,
Yammer).

RSS feeds/aggregators.

Oral communication.

Presentation skills.

Language proficiency.

Sharing audio/video
material.

Presenting.

Digital storytelling.

Audio/video discus-
sion and feedback.

Seminar replicators
(e.g. VoiceThread).

Video sharing
(e.g. YouTube, Vimeo).

Podcasting.

Presentation sharing
(e.g. SlideShare).

Online/distance learning
platforms
(e.g. Blackboard Collabo-
rate, Adobe Connect).

Screencasting.
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Activity 6 Selecting tools
Think back to the activities in the previous two weeks, and retrieve your notes about
what you want to deliver online and what kinds of tools you would need to employ to
achieve this. Which tools from your lists already map across to some of your desired
objectives in teaching online? Which objectives do not have an already-used tool
mapped across to them? Have you discovered anything in this week’s materials that
might help you meet these objectives?
Your answers are saved within the course, and you are likely to revisit them later.

Provide your answer...

Comment
This activity should help you to develop further your responses from previous weeks –
now you should be able to match possible tools to the tasks you wish your learners to
achieve online.
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6 This week’s quiz
Check what you’ve learned this week by taking the end-of-week quiz.
Week 3 practice quiz
Open the quiz in a new window or tab then come back here when you’re done.
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Summary
This week you have learned about a lot of different tools and technologies, including
social media, that can be used in online teaching. You have learned how to choose the
right tool for each task, beginning with the learning outcomes you want learners to
achieve.
Next week we will be looking at another side to social media’s role in taking your teaching
online – the role of facilitating the creation and development of your own networks.
While you contemplate all of the tools and technologies that you’ve been made aware of
this week, let’s see how Rita’s been coping with all this useful information.

Video content is not available in this format.

You can now go to Week 4.
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Week 4: The benefits of
support networks and how to

develop them

Introduction

Figure 1 Technology gives us the opportunity to connect widely

One of the best ways to enhance your confidence and ability in teaching online is to reach
out to others. This may be to form a network of peers who are all at a similar stage and
can work through teaching ideas together and offer moral support and shared
experiences, or it may involve connecting to people who have already achieved the
objective you are trying to achieve and can pass on useful advice. The great advantage of
using online tools, and in particular social networking tools, to establish these
connections, is that you can decide what you want to discuss, how, when and with whom.
You can be passive and ‘lurk’, or be more active and join in with sharing or discussion.
The control lies in your hands, and you can choose to share only what you want to share,
or how much time you want to invest.
Concepts that we have introduced to help you understand online teaching, such as
synchronous and asynchronous communication, also apply to the variety of platforms and
tools you find here. Social networking tools include discussion or message boards, but
equally, can focus on ways of sharing and curating information such as social
bookmarking and micro-blogging. Much of what you do when you use the internet can be
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shared if you want it to be. In turn, you should be able to find people with similar interests
in using online learning to you, who share findings or resources that they think are useful.
In this week of the course you will find out about what advantages can be gained by
expanding your online networks, and will start to work on developing your own.

Teacher reflections
This week we have another clip from Sarah S., whom you have already encountered in a
previous week. Here she reflects on her experiences with online networks:

Video content is not available in this format.

By the end of this week, you should be able to:

● understand the benefits of networks to the online teacher
● discuss the concepts of communities of practice and network weather
● develop useful online networks to augment your teaching practice.
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1 Benefits of engaging with online
networks

Figure 2 People come together for all sorts of reasons – social and professional – and
networks can help with this

We’ll start with a quote from an article about the connecting of computers together to form
networks:

‘Most of the benefits of networking can be divided into two generic categories:
connectivity and sharing. Networks allow computers, and hence their users, to
be connected together. They also allow for the easy sharing of information and
resources, and cooperation between the devices in other ways. Since modern
business depends so much on the intelligent flow and management of
information, this tells you a lot about why networking is so valuable.’
(Kozierok, 2005)

With just a few amendments, this quote can describe the benefits of social networking to
any educator:

Most of the benefits of networking can be divided into two generic categories:
connectivity and sharing. Networks allow teachers to be connected together.
They also allow for the easy sharing of information and resources, and
cooperation between the teachers in other ways. Since online education
depends so much on the intelligent flow and management of information, this
tells you a lot about why networking is so valuable.
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As you will have seen in the previous weeks of this course, teaching online requires
thought, planning, and perhaps a little bravery in trying new technologies and techniques.
Any feelings of nervousness can be reduced by gaining support from networks of people
who are either in a similar position, or who have already done what you are starting to do.
Luckily, in today’s age there are a large number of mechanisms by which we can
participate in networks, helping each of us to start to develop a personal network around
ourselves (Ansmann et al., 2014).
It’s worth noting that networking is largely invisible to others and only partly visible to the
direct participants in any exchange. This is true whether networking occurs face to face or
online. It is not always clear (sometimes even to yourself) whether you are actively
networking, or just having a chat – and often one can become the other without anyone
formally recognising it. Networking can be something that obviously bears that name –
introducing yourself to a group at a face-to-face conference or posting in an ‘Online
teaching newcomers’ discussion forum, for example. But networking can also take place
much less formally, for example by following relevant Twitter accounts, or by chatting to
colleagues or peers.
There are a number of benefits to participating in networking activities and these will be
discussed on the following page.

1.1 Sharing ideas

Figure 3 Social networking allows you to interact however you wish, and so you can focus
more on certain networks and communities, and dip into others more occasionally

Teachers can readily use social networks to share teaching ideas, tips and tricks with
others in a similar position. You can join an online network and simply ‘lurk’ (observe
without contributing), or once you have a feel for the way things are done, you could
comment on other people’s ideas, and use them for your own inspiration. Eventually you
can run your own ideas past others, and by doing this you can obtain valuable feedback
and improve your materials before they go in front of learners. It is also wise when
considering partnerships, networks and communities, to be aware of potential
‘boundaries’ between different types of people, different roles, even different pay grades
(MacGillivray, 2017) – this is another good reason for initially ‘lurking’ to assess the
situation in each new network or community you join.

1.2 Developing partnerships and communities
Once you have established a presence in a particular network, you may start to find your
relationships with certain individuals are proving to be of particular value. You may start to
call on specific individuals for advice, or find yourself commenting more freely on their
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materials. These developments can be channelled into the formation of a community of
practice (this will be explored further in Section 2 of this week).

1.3 Sharing information
Teachers can also use social networking to connect with peers who are more experienced
in online teaching (and some day you may be the more experienced teacher that others
are connecting with). Don’t be afraid to reach out to those who may have more experience
to ask for advice on how best to approach an element of online teaching. If someone
reaches out to you for guidance, return the favour.

1.4 Professional development
Whilst social networking can be done informally and outside of the regular work
environment, its value to your professional development can be marked (Davis, 2011). By
sharing with peers and experts via networks, you can advance your online teaching
skillset more rapidly than you would do alone, and solve issues that you may encounter by
asking for assistance from your network. In addition, beyond the subject matter of online
teaching, simply developing the skill of effective networking is a further asset to your
professional development. Many educational institutions now actively support their staff to
develop social networks and recognise the value of this.

1.5 Making contacts
Social networking can remove many of the barriers to engaging in dialogue with the
‘leading lights’ in your field. If you have a question for a particular expert who, a couple of
decades ago, would be largely reachable only by approaching them at a face-to-face
conference, now you can use your networks to pop them a quick question on Twitter, for
example. Social networking has made the education world much more accessible to its
constituent members than it has ever been before (Davis, 2011).

Activity 1 Identifying your existing roles in networks
Allow about 30 minutes

Complete the following table. Which of the following networks do you already
participate in? In each case, consider the type of participation you have with each
network. (Participations described as ‘informal’ can be ad hoc, on any topic,
sometimes unrelated to your own teaching practice; participations described as
‘formal’ would be focused on improving your teaching or sharing resources.)
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Table 1 Types of involvement in online networks

Type of participation >

Type of network

˅

Observer (or ‘lurker’,
reading other people’s
input but not
contributing directly)

Responder (answering
questions or
commenting on
discussions)

Text contributor (posting
questions or starting
discussions)

Information contributor
(providing factual
information that is not
your own material)

Sharer (contributing your
own material for
discussion or reuse)

Informal online contact with
teachers in your organisation
that you interact with mostly
face to face.

Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

Informal online contact with
teachers in your organisation
that you interact with mostly
online.

Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

Informal online contact with
teachers in other
organisations that you have
met face to face at some
time.

Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

Informal online contact with
teachers that have come
together informally via social
media.

Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

Formal online contact with
teachers of the same subject
discipline or age group.

Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

Formal online contact with
teachers of many
backgrounds focused
around particular teaching
topics (e.g. flipped
classrooms, online
teaching etc.)

Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

Formal online contact with
other members of
organisations of teachers
(e.g. members of
professional bodies,
unions etc.)

Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer... Provide your answer...

Comment
When taking your teaching online it is important to consider not only your teaching
materials, but your own practice as a member of the wider teaching community. This
activity should help you to identify where you could make the most of your existing
connections, and how you might make new ones online.
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2 Communities of practice and network
weather

Figure 4 Communities and networks

When groups of people come together online around a particular topic or job role, they are
often referred to as communities. They are also a form of network.
Communities can be central to helping to develop your approach to teaching online.
Maybe you’re an educator seeking guidance about how to design an online version of a
particular learning activity, or wanting to find out who are the online teaching experts in
your area of practice. Whatever your reason for seeking contact with others in your field,
participating in a relevant community can be of great value, and can lead to your own
personal skill development, as well as allowing you to participate in discussions with
experts in the field and ultimately share the knowledge you have gained with others who
may be just starting out.

2.1 Communities of practice
Communities come in many forms. When we introduced the concept of ‘communities of
practice’ in Week 2, it was noted that communities can develop wherever a common
interest exists between individuals, such as a shared profession. Wenger’s (now Wenger-
Trayner) most recent definition is this:

‘Communities of practice are groups of people who share a concern or a
passion for something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact
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regularly. Note that this definition allows for, but does not assume, intentionality:
learning can be the reason the community comes together or an incidental
outcome of member’s interactions.’ (Wenger-Trayner and Wenger-
Trayner, 2015)

What is a community of practice and what does one look like? The Wenger-Trayners
identify three characteristics of a community of practice:

● A shared domain of interest (a community of practice is not just a club of friends,
membership implies a commitment to the domain, and therefore a shared
competence that distinguishes members from other people).

● An active community, sharing and exploring the domain (members engage in joint
activities and discussions, help each other, and share information. They build
relationships that enable them to learn from each other; they care about their
standing with each other. But members of a community of practice do not necessarily
work together on a daily basis).

● An impact on the practice of those involved (members of a community of practice are
practitioners. They develop a shared repertoire of resources: experiences, stories,
tools, ways of addressing recurring problems – in short, a shared practice. This takes
time and sustained interaction).

They go on to say that ‘it is the combination of these three elements that constitutes a
community of practice. And it is by developing these three elements in parallel that one
cultivates such a community’. So this is what you need to achieve if you want to turn your
networking into the establishment of a community of practice.
You may find that this theory very accurately matches your experiences of professional
communities, or you may find you would prefer to modify it in some way. Whichever of
these views you take, the theory provides a framework through which you will be able to
compare and evaluate the communities that you become aware of.
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2.2 Network weather

Figure 5 Network weather is so called because it refers to technologies that affect us
whether we use them or not, like the weather!

Weller (2011) summarises the concept of network weather (first coined by Green-
field, 2010). Looking at people in cities, they argue that your life is impacted by new
technologies, whether you use them or not – they are like the weather. Weller goes on to
describe a scenario that might be familiar to educators:

‘When you arrive you are disappointed to find out that someone who has
attended for the previous three years, and who you always have a meal with,
has stayed at home because they can attend remotely. In the opening session
the keynote speaker makes a claim that someone checks and passes around
via Twitter, and it seems they have misrepresented the research findings. There
is a noticeable change in atmosphere and the questions the speaker receives
are more challenging than you usually encounter. In another session the
speaker takes questions from the remote audience, which includes students
and this generates a very good discussion about the learner perspective.

That evening the conference bar seems rather empty, and seeing an old
colleague he informs you that there is an alternative conference Facebook
page, and they have arranged a meeting in a local bar, with a discussion
theme.

The next day the afternoon doesn't have any presentations; instead it has an
informal format where the participants seek to create a set of learning
resources and a link up with four remote hubs in different cities.’ (pg. 116)

This may at first glance seem like a negative summary of the technological developments
at the conference, but these changes to people’s behaviour represent real changes to an
activity at the core of scholarly practice and are therefore a good example of the type of
network weather that we may all experience in our day-to-day lives as educators.
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Weller summarises the technological developments affected by network weather in that
scenario:

● Remote participation – streaming events allows people to attend remotely and often
put questions to the speakers.

● The backchannel – Twitter, in particular, has become a potent force for creating a
backchannel of conversation, with positive and negative results.

● Amplified events – many conferences now seek to draw in a wider audience using
remote participation, beyond the normal constituents.

● Socialisation – people will organise events before and during the conference using
social networks.

● Alternative session formats – in response to the impact of such technologies,
conference organisers are beginning to use the face-to-face element of conferences
to do more than just content delivery.

Using networked tools to live blog, tweet or otherwise capture conference interaction as
the event happens is becoming more common and is referred to as the conference
‘backchannel’ (you were introduced to this concept in Week 1 of this course). This allows
participants to discuss the conference activity while it is in progress, both with those at the
event, and other interested parties. Some conferences make this backchannel discussion
more visible, referring to queries posed online. Whether formally captured or not, one
effect of this networked activity is that it presents and preserves discussion and reactions
to the conference as these occur, in a way that can be searched after the event is over. It
is an addition to the usual recordings and is less tightly controlled.

Activity 2 Network weather and you
Allow about 20 minutes

As a teacher who is venturing into the online world, you need to be aware of the
network weather around you. Jot down some brief thoughts in response to each of the
following questions:

● Where might you begin to look for easy networking opportunities that may be
available to you that you simply don’t yet know exist? In which of these would you
wish to begin as a ‘lurker’? Are there any that you might feel sufficiently confident
to actively participate in now?

● What networking activity do you already participate in that could be modified or
refocused to bring you networking benefits?

● How could you harness the power of the ‘weather’ that is already around you to
benefit your online teaching practice?

Provide your answer...

Comment
Networking is an activity that all teachers participate in, although often it is limited to
the colleagues who work in the same organisation. This activity is designed to help you
identify other avenues for networking, so that you may benefit from the ‘weather’
occurring around you if you choose to tap into it.
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3 Developing your networks
Whether you’re looking to join a wider community, wanting to find out about best practice,
interested in the latest developments in online education, or seeking to share successful
techniques and technologies, you may find it valuable to connect with like-minded people
by establishing and developing networks.

Figure 6 Technology allows us to form networks globally, not just with those immediately
around us

If you are interested in expanding your work-related networks, this can be done by joining
an established community of practice (Krutka et al., 2014). Look around the internet for
communities or ‘teaching groups’ (Heinrich, 2015) relating to your own particular niche of
education – such as the level at which you teach, the subject you teach, any particular
objectives with respect to online learning. It might take some searching to find a few
communities that seem like a good fit for you. Join one or several of these and ‘lurk’ –
observe the kinds of discussions that happen and decide if they are the sort of thing that
would benefit you to ultimately take part in. One of these communities of practice may be
the ideal starting point for establishing, or further developing your own research identity,
skills and your sense of membership of a community.
For those working in education, there are several services that offer ways to find and
connect with academics. One of the most widely used is the social networking site
LinkedIn.com, which provides for all kinds of professionals and claims to be ‘the world’s
largest professional network on the Internet’ (LinkedIn, 2017). For those working in higher
education, more specialised academic-specific social networking services are also
available, such as Academia.edu and ResearchGate.net, which have been set up to help
academics and researchers engage with each other through sharing publications and
facilitating communication. For those working in a school environment,
EducatorsConnect.com might be a good place to start.
Another useful way to make contact with like-minded people is to use a microblogging site
such as Twitter (Carpenter and Krutka, 2014) or Weibo. These can be fast-flowing rivers
of information, much of it irrelevant to you, and, much like crossing that fast-flowing river, if
you do not go into it with a clear plan, you risk being swept away. So, when considering
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using a microblogging site to develop your network, you should follow these steps to
ensure you maximise its usefulness to you:

Maximising usefuleness of microblogging
You'll need to identify the tasks you wish to perform:

● gathering information on a particular subject:
make a list of keywords or hashtags that you may wish to search for (hashtags
can include phrases and acronyms, but always without spaces, for example
#teachingonline, #OpenLearn or #cccotc18.

● following and learning from experts in a particular subject:
list the names of the experts you wish to search for.

● making connections with people in a similar position to yourself:
brainstorm how you might find those people – how will you search for them? You
may need to combine some keywords or hashtags into a single search, to enable
you to filter out information that is related but not precisely what you are
looking for.

● sharing your own work:
identify precisely which items you would like to share, list some keywords and
hashtags that might describe your work, and practise creating a short
microblogging message of the correct length that describes your work succinctly.

There are of course other tasks you may wish to do as well, such as following particular
celebrities or information sources unrelated to your work environment.

If you wish to use Twitter, these instructions could help you to maximise the benefits. If
you wish to use a different tool, the principles of the instructions will remain valid, but you
will need to alter the method and tools to suit your platform.

1. Create an account (on Twitter, or your preferred microblogging site).
2. Use your Twitter account to register with Tweetdeck. Tweetdeck is a very good way

to make sense of the vast amount of information rushing by on Twitter, and helps you
to arrange the information you need in easily managed columns.

3. Use the search function in Tweetdeck to generate new columns relating to your
keywords or hashtags of interest, or search for experts and follow them – all tweets
from accounts that you follow will appear in your Home column in Tweetdeck, in
chronological order.

4. If you are looking for peers, first find and follow likely individuals – with any luck they
will follow you back (it is good Twitter etiquette to follow individuals who follow you).
Once you are familiar with one another’s tweets you could then suggest forming a
List (a column in your Tweetdeck that gathers together the tweets from your selected
individuals, and that others can subscribe to).

5. If you want to share your own work, learn from how others do it, observe how they
use their tweets, how they ask for feedback or for others to retweet them. You need
to have built up a good number of followers before sharing your work, so that their
retweets will exponentially increase your reach.
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Activity 3 How do you share information with others?
Allow about 30 minutes

Think about any networks and communities you already belong to (formal and
informal). How do these communities share information? What tools do they use? How
could they use other channels or media to improve that flow of information?
How could you increase your connections and reach? How might tools like Twitter,
Weibo or other social networking sites help you?

Provide your answer...

Finally, think back to Activity 5 last week (your notes from that activity are displayed in
the box below), and build upon your objectives by adding notes about how you might
use networks and communities to help you achieve your online teaching objectives.

Display of content entered previously

Again, keep your answers in a safe place, as you will revisit them.
Comment
This activity brings forward your plans for teaching online that you have been
developing over the previous weeks of this course, and weaves into them your role as
a networked teacher. It should help you to identify how you could utilise the networks
available to you to inform and improve your online teaching.
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4 This week’s quiz
Now it’s time to complete the Session 4 badge quiz. It is similar to previous quizzes, but
this time, instead of answering 5 questions, there will be 15.
Remember, this quiz counts towards your badge. If you’re not successful the first time,
you can attempt the quiz again in 24 hours.
Week 4 compulsory badge quiz
Open the quiz in a new window or tab then come back here when you’re done.
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Summary
This week’s material has presented you with a variety of possible paths you could take
towards joining, creating or developing networks. The benefits of being connected to other
teachers in this way have been highlighted. Hopefully, you now have some ideas about
where you want your networking to go next. Rita has certainly got a few ideas:

Video content is not available in this format.

You are now half way through the course. The Open University would really appreciate
your feedback and suggestions for future improvement in our optional
end-of-course survey, which you will also have an opportunity to complete at the end of
Week 8. Participation will be completely confidential and we will not pass on your details
to others.
You can now go to Week 5.
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Week 5: Finding, using, and

sharing educational

materials online

Introduction

Figure 1 Open or not? Images on the internet may be subject to copyright

The internet contains an abundance of images, textbooks, videos, learning objects and
more, which teachers could take and use in their teaching. However, this creates
opportunities and challenges for online teachers. Not all of these resources can be readily
reused due to restrictions of copyright or intellectual property.
This week, we explore this topic and focus in particular on Open Educational Resources
(OER). These are online materials that have been shared with the intent that others can
reuse them. You will learn about Creative Commons licences, which underpin OER, and
which you can apply to share your own work. These make it clear exactly what
permissions there are to reuse the shared resources, and provide you with choices about
how your own shared resources can be reused by others. Finally in this week, you will
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examine some repositories and other ways of finding OER to reuse and repurpose in your
own context.

Teacher reflections
This week we hear from Andy, who discusses his experiences with finding, using, and
sharing OER as part of teaching practice:

Video content is not available in this format.

By the end of this week, you should be able to:

● define Open Educational Resources and list some examples of what this term
covers.

● understand Creative Commons licences and use these properly
● search OER Repositories and the wider internet for material that you can legally

reuse in your teaching.

1 Open Education Resources
Open Educational Resources (OER) are learning materials that are freely available in the
public domain and are specifically licensed for reuse without cost.
The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation have supported many OER initiatives. Their
definition of OER is:

‘Open Educational Resources are teaching, learning and research materials in
any medium – digital or otherwise – that reside in the public domain or have
been released under an open license that permits no-cost access, use,
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adaptation and redistribution by others with no or limited restrictions.’ (William
and Flora Hewlett Foundation, 2018)

1.1 What are Open Education Resources?
The term can include: textbooks, course readings, and other learning content;
simulations, games, and other learning applications; syllabi, quizzes, and assessment
tools; and virtually any other material that can be used for educational purposes. OER
typically refers to electronic resources, including those in multimedia formats, and such
materials are generally released under a Creative Commons, or similar, licence that
supports open use of the content. OER can originate from colleges and universities,
libraries, archival organisations, government agencies, commercial organisations such as
publishers, or faculty or other individuals who develop educational resources they are
willing to share (Educause, 2010).
You might recall that we briefly talked about OER in Week 2 and how this has partly
evolved from the idea that educators could produce Reusable Learning Objects (RLO).
With some OER, the focus is more on sharing educational content with a licence, rather
than how applicable the materials are for reuse. Some can easily be reused, while others
could require editing to make them suitable for use with your learners. Some OER may
not meet accessibility or interoperability requirements (Baker, 2008), and quality and
accuracy must always be checked. However, repositories and search engines can help
you to find good OER for your purposes.

Activity 1 Why are Open Educational Resources important?
Allow about 15 minutes

Watch this short video ‘OER Introduction II’ explaining why OERs are important, and
note down what users have permission to do with OERs (found in the
section 1:13–1:24).

Provide your answer...

Comment
OERs have a great deal of value to teachers and especially to those who teach online.
This activity is designed to illustrate why OERs may be important to you as you take
your teaching online.

1.2 Why should I be interested in OER?
Whilst the ideas had been discussed previously, the profile of OER was raised
dramatically in 2002 with the launch of Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s (MIT)
OpenCourseWare initiative. This bold move saw MIT make the materials from its entire
catalogue of courses freely available online (D’Oliveira et al., 2010). That same year,
UNESCO first adopted the term Open Educational Resources, and then in that
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yfl1B6Qmp5g


December, the first set of Creative Commons licences were produced (you will learn more
about Creative Commons later in this week’s materials).
Today, the open education space is occupied by both individual educators who reuse and
share materials, and large educational enterprises with varying interpretations of what
‘open’ means. The rapid growth of MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) from the likes
of FutureLearn, edX, Coursera and Udacity are important in the story of open education.
Although these courses may be ‘open’ in terms of not restricting registration, the materials
used are not necessarily licensed as OER and may be subject to copyright. MOOCs and
other forms of online learning can be studied in detail through other course offerings from
The Open University. See the ‘next steps’ section on the course Conclusion page.

Figure 2 The OER logo

One form of OER that has rapidly gained popularity in recent years is Open Textbooks.
These can reduce the cost to learners of acquiring course texts, and could increase
access to education. Given the high costs of education and the challenges of providing
learning to all those who want it, many educators are excited by the idea of free, high-
quality texts, which can save money, be collaboratively produced and reviewed, and be
customised to the needs of a particular class (Ozdemir & Hendricks, 2017). There is also
the potential that open textbooks can increase student satisfaction (Pitt, 2015).
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Figure 3 Open textbooks
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2 Evaluating the licensing and quality of
online resources
So, how best to know what material is available for use and what isn’t? In this section we
will look at some of the ways of deciding what you should use.

2.1 Copyright and the role for Creative Commons
licences
When a piece of creative work like an image, video, or textbook is produced, the creator of
the work may have certain legal rights that restrict the ability of others to use or reuse that
material without seeking permission from the author. This is known as copyright, and it
applies automatically to all works unless the author chooses otherwise. The copyright
notice © is a familiar symbol online. However, it is not necessarily helpful in determining
whether or not you can use a resource, as sometimes copyrights expire, and in some
cases it is no longer necessary to use it – in the USA, for example, the symbol is no longer
required for works published after March 1989. Absence of notice does not necessarily
mean the work is within the public domain – on the contrary, copyright must be assumed
to be in place unless stated otherwise. Intellectual property is a broader term that
incorporates copyright and other elements like patents. This is where Creative Commons
licensing has filled a potentially very confusing gap.

Activity 2 Interpreting Creative Commons licences
Allow about 20 minutes

Figure 4 Creative Commons logos
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